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Etymology. Rishi Kanva found her in forest as a baby surrounded by Shakunta birds (Sanskrit:
à¤¶à¤•à¥•à¤¨à¥•à¤¤, Å›akunta).Therefore, he named her Shakuntala (Sanskrit:
à¤¶à¤•à¥•à¤¨à¥•à¤¤à¤²à¤¾), meaning Shakunta-protected.. In the Adi Parva of Mahabharata, Kanva says: .
She was surrounded in the solitude of the wilderness by Å›akuntas, therefore, hath she been named by me
Shakuntala (Shakunta ...
Shakuntala - Wikipedia
Sanskrit can be called as a "language of consciousness", may be because it opens the door to India's rich
spiritual literature. Sanskrit is not restricted to spirituality & religion, however, but also encompasses a vast
literature of many genres; and for us to understand the beauty behind those copious beautiful texts, learning
the Sanskrit language is a must.
Sanskrit Documents List: Learning Tools
SANSKRIT-The Language of Ancient India.. Sanskrit (meaning "cultured or refined"), the classical language
of Hinduism, is the oldest and the most systematic language in the world. The vastness and the versatility,
and power of expression can be appreciated by the fact that this language has 65 words to describe various
forms of earth, 67 words for water, and over 250 words to describe rainfall.
Hindu Wisdom - Sanskrit
Language in India www.languageinindia.com is an open access journal. Language in India
www.languageinindia.com does not charge readers or their institutions for access.. We have agreements with
several database organizations such as EBSCOHost database, MLA International Bibliography and the
Directory of Periodicals, ProQuest (Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts) and Gale Research for ...
Language in India
List Of Universities in India. Check Here List of Universities in India!!Candidates may check State Wise,
Ranking wise University which located in India and provide best education to their students.
List of Universities in India 2019-20 State Wise
Panch Prayag. Panch Prayag (Sanskrit: à¤ªà¤‚à¤š-à¤ªà¥•à¤°à¤¯à¤¾à¤—) is an expression in Hindu religious
ethos, specifically used to connote the five sacred river confluences in the Garhwal Himalayas in the state of
Uttarakhand, India.The five prayags - prayag meaning "confluence" in Sanskrit - also termed as "Prayag
pentad", namely the five river confluences, are Vishnu Prayag, Nand Prayag ...
Tourism in Uttarakhand - Wikipedia
"May there be good fortune throughout the universe, and may all envious persons be pacified. May all living
entities become calm by practicing bhakti-yoga, for by accepting devotional service they will think of each
otherâ€™s welfare.
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